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I.

Objective

The goal of Milestone 3A is to demonstrate the ability to predict the performance sensitivities
of a high-contrast imaging system at levels consistent with exoplanet detection requirements.
The experiments will be carried out on the High Contrast Imaging Testbed (HCIT) and the
performance predictions will be made with high-fidelity optical models. The tests to be
carried out will address the major items in the performance error budget, including dynamic,
static, coherent, and incoherent perturbations. The tests will address image plane (occulter)
and pupil plane (Lyot plane) defects in broadband (≥ 60 nm bandwidth) light. The tests
described here address the physics that have been identified as playing a significant role at a
contrast level of 10-9. There are physical phenomena that are important at the 10-10 level that
will be validated in future tests.

II.

Introduction

a.
Milestone statement
A set of 3 technology milestones for optical direct imaging was defined in 2005 [1].
Milestone 1 was the demonstration of 10-9 contrast imaging in monochromatic light, at a
working angle of 4 λ/D (roughly the 4th Airy ring) [2]. Milestone 2 required the same
contrast and working angle but over a 10% optical band [3]. The successful completions of
Milestones 1 and 2 were certified by an independent review board in 2006 and 2008,
respectively.
These milestones were achieved with the assistance of high-fidelity models that guided the
design, implementation, and operation of the testbed. The purpose of Milestone 3 is to show
the specific ability of the models to predict performance. Milestone 3 was originally drafted
in two parts, A and B. Part A addresses model fidelity specifically for HCIT, while part B
applies the models to the on-orbit prediction of a space mission. The specific milestone
requirements are:
3A: Demonstrate that starlight suppression performance predictions from high-fidelity
optical models of the HCIT, utilizing measured data on specific testbed components, are
consistent with actual measured results on the testbed. Correlation of model predictions with
experimental testbed results validates models at a baseline contrast ratio of better than 1 ×10-9
(goal 1 × 10-10) over a 60-nm bandwidth.
3B: Demonstrate, using the modeling approach validated against the HCIT performance
combined with appropriate telescope models and the current mission error budget, that TPFC could achieve a baseline contrast of 1 × 10-10 over the required optical bandwidth
necessary for detecting Earth-like planets, characterizing their properties and assessing
habitability.
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This document addresses Milestone 3A only. Since 2007, detailed mission design has been
put on hold. Thus there is not a completed mission design model on which to apply the
validated optical models. The focus here is entirely on coronagraph model sensitivity
validation in the HCIT testbed. In our Milestone 3A work, the central wavelength will be
between 500-800 nm, and the minimum inner working angle will be no larger than 4 λ/D at
the central wavelength. While the requirement specifies a bandwidth of 60 nm, we interpret
this to mean a minimum bandwidth. We intend to use much of the same hardware that was
used in Milestone 3 and to perform the tests over a 10% bandpass centered near 800 nm.
Later, for Milestone 3B we will employ these validated sensitivities to the representative
flight system error budget to demonstrate on-orbit performance can be met.
b.

Fundamental elements of dark hole contrast

The coronagraph optics and the wavefront control system are designed to create a ‘dark hole’
adjacent to the image of the star to enable observation of the feeble light of an exoplanet that
will be 10-10 (for an Earth) and 10-9 (Jupiter) times fainter than the starlight. The coronagraph
optics reduce diffracted light below these levels at angles greater than the Inner Working
Angle (IWA). Depending on the coronagraph design, the practical limit to the inner working
angle is between 2 λ/D to 4 λ/D. Imperfections in the optics scatter light at all angles and
become the limiting factor in the light level of the dark hole. A deformable mirror (DM) or a
pair of DMs, in conjunction with an algorithm for sensing the complex electric field in the
system, is used to compensate for the imperfections and creates a dark hole of sufficient
contrast to observe exoplanets.
While the coronagraph can be designed to completely eliminate light from a point source
over a broad band, aberrations introduce wavelength-dependent scatter that is only partially
correctable across the bandpass using the DMs. Typically the wavefront control system will
estimate the complex wavefront in one or several bands and the compensation algorithm will
apply a weighted correction across the band. The optimal weighting function depends
ultimately on the science requirements, e.g., minimize scatter across the bandpass,
differentiate the planet from speckles, or perhaps minimize the scatter in a particular spectral
feature.
The light level in the dark hole is often defined in terms of its “contrast.” The broadband
contrast is the ratio of the average (across the bandpass) scattered starlight level in the dark
hole to the average (again over the bandpass) peak light level of an unaberrated image of the
star when the coronagraph mask (which blocks the starlight at the image plane) is removed.
Achieving 10-9 contrast in close proximity to the image of a point source requires pristine
control of the optical system but surprisingly in a 10% bandpass it does not require
exceptionally smooth and well-figured optics [4], except over a sub-mm region of the
coronagraph mask itself [5]. Milestones 1 and 2 were met in HCIT using off-the-shelf offaxis (~λ/20) parabolas and flats. In larger bandwidths, e.g. 20%, optical quality becomes an
important limitation. In addition to optical quality, the main contributors limiting the ability
to achieve high contrast are the mask design, mask imperfections, contamination, and the
wavefront control system consisting of the DMs and the wavefront sensing and control
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algorithms. These terms comprise the core of the ‘static’ error budget which determines the
ultimate contrast floor assuming a perfectly stable system. Polarization effects in the HCIT
system are small compared to the 1e-9 contrast levels expected with the faster optics and
larger off-axis angles of the TPF-C design [6].
Once the wavefront has been set, maintaining 10-9 to 10-10 contrast requires sub-Angstrom
aberration stability and micron-scale rigid-body motion stability of the optics, as well as
high-precision stable pointing of the stellar image on the coronagraph mask. Timedependent aberrations, rigid-body motions, and pointing errors are the main contributors to
the ‘dynamic’ error budget.
These principal static and dynamic terms of the error budget will be addressed in the
Milestone 3A suite of experiments.
c.

Optical models

Milestone 3A is a test of the ability of the optical models to predict contrast and contrast
sensitivity. The optical models consist of a ray-trace model, near-field diffraction codes, and
a wavefront control model.
The primary coronagraph optical model is an unfolded representation of the HCIT system
that performs near-field diffraction propagations through the system. It does not do ray
tracing and it is not linked to an opto-mechanical-thermal finite element model. Specific
attributes of the model are:
-

Point Source: models the radial quadratic intensity variation caused by the far-field
diffraction pattern of the fiber/pinhole source. This gradient is referred to as the
intensity ‘droop.’ In M3A tests, we test sensitivity to the position (lateral and focus)
of the source. We wll not test sensitivity to the intensity droop per se, but we will test
the sensitivity to beam diameter which requires an estimate of the intensity droop.

-

Optical Surfaces: Optical Optical surface maps are included for optics that have been
measured using our Zygo instrument. Surface maps and reflectivity maps derived
from representative surface Power Spectral Densities and reflectivity PSDs,
respectively, are used where necessary. The surface map, typically λ/20 r.m.s. for the
full optical train, is much more important than the reflectivity maps which are better
than 1% r.m.s. and do not contribute to contrast at the 1e-9 level. M3A beam walk
tests will validate the sensitivity to alignment drifts for a given level of surface PSD.

-

Mask: The occulting mask has a metallic layer and may also have a variable
thickness dielectric overcoat for M3A tests. The metal coating has a thicknessdependent transmission and phase. The transmission and phase coefficients are
computed from thin film equations and the thickness is determined from the mask
design and measured transmission function. Vector propagation effects are not
considered. In M3A we will not test the sensitivity to mask parameters because we
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have already achieved agreement at better than 1 x 10-9 in broadband light in
Milestone 2.
-

Deformable Mirror: The DM is modeled as a regular array of actuators having a
common influence function. A representative influence function has been measured
with the surface gauge interferometer. The gain matrix in the nominal design is
assumed to have the same linear response for all actuators. Hysteresis, other nonlinearity, and random gain values can be added as needed for simulation purposes. In
M3A we will test our sensitivity to the number of actuators and to the effects of dead
actuators. We will not validate our hysteresis model – at the 10-9 contrast level,
hysteresis affects the rate of convergence but not the level of contrast.

-

Lyot Stop: The Lyot stop is treated as an opaque, sharp-edge mask (no vector effects
are considered). It can be rotated, scaled, reshaped, etc. We will test against the effect
of beam diameter (edge effects), and pupil shear, but we do not plan to directly test
the positional sensitivity of the Lyot stop. This sensitivity is expected to be benign at
the 10-9 level.

-

Wavefront Control Algorithm: The Electric Field Conjugation (EFC) algorithm [7]
or a related variant under development will be used to control the wavefront. EFC
utilizes a model of the testbed to form a sensitivity matrix that maps the actuator
motion to the change in field in the image plane. It is an efficient approach with rapid
convergence but its success is linked to the model accuracy. Many of the tests to be
performed for Milestone 3A are tied to the algorithm’s dependence on the accuracy of
the optical model, e.g. what contrast is achieved if the model has the wrong mask
phase function. Obviously an important aspect of wavefront control is wavefront
estimation. As we have done in the past, we plan to use DM wavefront diversity to
modify the electric field in the image plane and derive its complex electric field [7].
Our baseline approach is to do this in several narrow (e.g., 2%) bands, but it may also
be possible to sense the wavefront in a single wide band.

In addition to the primary model, we use the JPL-developed MACOS software to determine
beam-walk sensitivities through ray tracing. This program interfaces with MATLAB to
generate linear sensitivity matrices for all motion degrees of freedom in the system. The
beam walk is related to contrast both in a statistical sense using representative PSDs of the
optical surfaces and directly using measured surface maps (and likewise for reflectivity
uniformity).
We have modeled polarization and particulate contamination as well. The polarization model
shows that polarization effects can be expected at about 10-10 contrast. The particulate
contamination models show that the larger particles, > 20 um, play a more important role
than the more numerous smaller particles [8]. Contamination levels in the testbed may be
responsible for a veiling glare (incoherent scatter) level of a few x 10-10. Testing of this
scatter in a controlled experiment is extremely challenging and is not addressed here. We
will test neither polarization nor particulate contamination models in M3A but will do so in
future tests.
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Detector calibration, in particular pixel-to-pixel quantum efficiency and linearity, also play a
role in the performance limitations. Mainly they mildly affect the rate of convergence of the
wavefront control system but this is not an issue for M3A. Since we achieved better than
10-9 contrast in broadband light in Milestone 2, we have seen that the detector (we will use
the same one in M3A) is not a limiting factor at 10-9 but the effect of calibration errors grows
in importance at improved contrast levels and will be the subject of future testing.

III.

Coronagraph Error Sources

The main sources of error in high-contrast stellar coronagraphs are explained here.
Depending on the coronagraph configuration, optical quality, and system stability, any of
these effects can be the main factor limiting performance. The error sources are divided into
coherent and incoherent, static and dynamic categories.

Coherent sources scatter starlight into the image plane with optical path differences that are
small compared to the coherence length of the light. The interference of coherent scatterers in
the image plane results in a field of speckles. Examples of coherent sources are localized
transmission errors in the mask, small (e.g., 1 nm amplitude) optical aberrations, and edge
diffraction from undersized optics.

Incoherent sources introduce large optical delays relative to the coherence length of the light
(e.g., in a broad-band beam, 20 micron diameter particles that reflect or partially transmit
light). They can arise from single or multiple scatters. Incoherent scatter is sometimes
referred to as a ‘veiling glare’ background. The wavefront control system has no effect on
the incoherent scatter.
Scattering sources are considered static if they show no measureable change during the
course of a typical astronomical observation (e.g., over 1 to 24 hrs). Examples include flaws
in the mask and optical coating blemishes. The instrument design has built-in static
scattering related to diffraction from edge effects (i.e. the optics are not sufficiently
oversized) as well as from design trades to balance contrast across a broad optical band.
Scattering sources are called dynamic when they change during an observation. Dynamic
errors include both thermal and vibrational effects. The main contributors are beam walk,
pointing, and aberrations. Beam walk is the lateral motion of the beam across the optics
resulting in misalignment (shearing) of the beam across the DM surface. The scattering
wavefront is approximately given by the wavefront derivative multiplied by the shear
distance. Sub-micron beam-walk can lead to significant changes in contrast. Pointing motion
(e.g. the artificial point source wanders with respect to the coronagraph) contributes both
beam walk and scatter due to the misalignment of the point source image on the coronagraph
mask. Even when the optics are perfect, aberrations appear when the powered optics are
misaligned with respect to one another and to the incident beam. Low order aberrations
scatter light mainly in the middle of the image plane with diminishing energy at large
working angles. They can be a limiting factor near the inner working angle.
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The light level in the dark hole is a function of the scatter sources, the optical bandwidth, the
optical design, and the wavefront control system. In quasi-monochromatic light, almost all
the scatter is coherent and controllable – only depolarization and the finite number of
actuators limit performance. In the HCIT design, the range of incident angles across the
optics is small and depolarization occurs at a contrast level well below 10-10. The number of
actuators in the 32x32 deformable mirror is also sufficient to control contrast to below 10-10
for the 2-10 λ/D dark hole. Thus in monochromatic light, we expect to be limited only by
inadequacies in the Wavefront Control (WFC) model and by dynamic effects, but there are
no fundamental physical limitations to the dark hole contrast at levels above 10-10.
Broad band light presents physical limitations. The WFC system can introduce certain
wavelength-dependent compensations that may not match the wavelength-dependence of the
scattering sources. Also, since the WFC system operates at (or near) a pupil plane it has
limited ability to perform broad-band compensation for scattering that originates in the image
plane.
Nominal Contrast and
Contrast Stability

Static
(Design and
WFC)

Dynamic
(Thermal and
Jitter)
Optical Design

Edge Effect Test

Beam Walk
(Motion of optics)

Beam Shear Test

Initial State
WF Control System

Aberrations (Bending
of Optics)

No. of Actuator Test
Dead Act. Test
Bandwidth Test

Mask Focus Test
Pointing

Source Position
Test

Figure 1. HCIT Error Budget structure. Black: Error terms. Blue: Milestone 3 tests.

The error budget shown in Figure 1 provides a graphical breakdown of the various
contributors to contrast degradation. This error budget is representative of the HCIT optical
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configuration and is expected to be applicable to flight configurations.. Model validation for
Milestone 3A will consist of comparing the analytical predictions of contrast error sensitivity
in the HCIT optical model to experimental data collected on the HCIT testbed. The
coronagraph model will be validated at the 10-9 system contrast goal achieved in Milestones
1 and 2.
The battery of tests comprising Milestone 3A addresses coherent, static, and dynamic
scattering sources, in both narrow-band and broad-band light. The tests will verify that our
optical models accurately represent the state of the system and that they predict sensitivities
to the various scattering sources. The tests are performed with a bright broadband light
source, roughly equivalent to a V=-1 or -2 star. This allows us to perform the tests with
minimal impact from thermal drifts in the system resulting in a more accurate measurement
of the model sensitivity.
The tests are divided into two categories: open-loop and closed-loop, where open loop refers
to a fixed DM setting followed by a perturbation to the system. To explore dynamic
sensitivity, we perform open-loop tests. These tests explore the sensitivity to contrast after
the Wavefront Control System (WFCS) has been set to optimize contrast. The DM is not
sent any new commands during an open-loop test. This emulates the dynamic changes to the
contrast that occur during on-target integrations. Closed-loop tests explore the sensitivity to
initial conditions and represent the static errors in the system and the models. Any deviation
of the system and/or model from ideal is partially compensated by the WFCS.

TABLE 1

OPEN-LOOP TESTS: PERTURBATION OCCURS AFTER WFCS HAS SET THE DM.
Error Source

Tolerancing and Sensitiivity

Source
Position

How does contrast depend
on a change in the source
position

Relevance
Experiment
Pointing stability
(tip/tilt) identified as a
critical technology in Move source in at least 3 steps
Astrophysics Strategic from nominal to one side.
Mission Concept
Studies

Beam Shear

How much does contrast
change when an optic is
moved in the beam

Laterally translate a flat optic
Constitutes a large
in the beam in 3 steps. Predict
portion of the
change in contrast at spatial
dynamics error budget frequencies where optical
for TPF
surface knowledge is
sufficently precise.

Mask Focus

How much does contrast
change when the mask is
moved from best focus

Tests sensitivity to
focus error. Along with Defocus the mask in at least 3
tip/tilt this is the most steps.
senstive aberration

Comment

Requires high-quality
interferogram of the
optical surface. May
translate refractive
optic, e.g. plane
parallel plate, to
eliminate tilt
sensitivity.
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TABLE 2

CLOSED LOOP TESTS: WFCS TURNED ON AFTER PERTURBATION IS INTRODUCED

Error Source

Tolerancing and Sensitivity

Bandwidth

What is the best contrast
achievable at a given
bandwidth?

Relevance
Tied to the number of
separate starlight
suppression systems
used to meet science
requirements.
Desire to have optics as
small as possible to
reduce mass, size (and
cost).

Experiment

Comment
Results depend on the
Use increasing bandwidth (e.g., mask design and
2%, 10%, 20%), perform
optical design. May
wavefront control.
require 3 λ/D to see
the effect.

Use a variable aperture to
adjust the optical aperture
diameter relative to the beam.
Select 3 positions that the
model predicts will increase
contrast by at least 2e-9.

Edge Effect

How does edge ringing
affect broad-band
contrast?

Dead
Actuators

Important for
determining
How severe is degredation
manufacturing and
due to a dead actuator?
reliability
requirements.

Number of
Actuators
Used

More elements gives
more DOFs to
How does contrast depend
compensate for broad Group actuators into 1x2, 2x2,
on the number of actuators
band, frequency
and possibly larger goups.
used?
folding, and other
terms.

IV.

Electrically disengage one or
more actuators and perform
wavefront compensation using
the active part of the DM. At
least 3 sets of 'dead' actuators
will be used

Important implications
for high-spatial
frequency req. esp on
PM.

Battery of Tests

The specific set of tests to be conducted is described in the following two tables. The ‘Error
Source’ column maps directly into Figure 1. For all tests except the bandwidth test, the
experiment will operate using at least 60 nm bandwidth (our intention is to use 10%
bandpass) and the dark hole control will be a ‘D’ shape as in Milestone 2, with the working
angle ranging between 4 and 10 λ/D at the central wavelength. We point out that for the
bandwidth test, it may be necessary to greatly exceed the nominal 10% bandpass, e.g., use up
to 20-30% bandpass, to measure a post-control change of contrast of 2 x 10-9. We further
note that our models indicate that to see certain effects at the 1 x 10-9 contrast level, it may be
necessary to operate at 3 λ/D where there is more scattered light and we are more sensitive to
small dynamic effects.
V.

Success Metric and Criteria

The measurement to be evaluated is: the comparison between the contrast predicted by the
model and the contrast achieved in the experiment. In each open loop test, the perturbation to

be introduced shall change the model contrast from nominal by at least s x 10-9, where s is
the step number (1, 2, 3) and shall be in agreement with the model prediction to 1 x 10-9. In
closed loop tests, the change in model contrast is evaluated after the WFCS has operated.
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Closed loop perturbations shall change the post-WFCS model contrast by at least 2 x 10-9
from nominal. Multiple step closed loop tests do not necessarily involve progressive deltacontrast steps. Predicting a contrast of 3 x 10-9 to a level of 1 x 10-9 represents 33%
agreement between the model and the experiment. This puts us comfortably within the factor
of 2 model reserve factor that has been carried in the TPF-C error budget [9].
For open loop experiments, the model predicts a change in contrast, ∆Cp, for each step of
each test. There are typically 3 steps (e.g. translate the source by 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75
microns) to each test. The experiment to be performed is to use EFC to set the contrast to a
nominal value, then introduce the specified perturbation (e.g. source position motion), then
remeasure the contrast without resetting the wavefront or intentionally making any further
changes to the testbed. The change in contrast is evaluated as: ∆Ce = contrast in the nominal
case minus contrast in the perturbed case. We then evaluate M3 = abs(∆Cp – ∆Ce). The
experiment is successful if M3 < 1 x 10-9 contrast error for each step of each test.
For closed loop experiments, the model likewise predicts a change in contrast, ∆Cp, for each
step of each test after the WFCS has operated. The experiment to be performed is to use
EFC to set the contrast to a nominal value, then introduce the specified perturbation (e.g.
group actuators 1x2 and then 2x2), then reemploy EFC to re-obtain good contrast. The
change in contrast is evaluated as: ∆Ce = contrast in the nominal case minus contrast in the
perturbed case. We then evaluate M3 = abs(∆Cp – ∆Ce). The experiment is successful if M3
< 10-9 contrast error for each step of each test.
Since the closed loop test involves an iterative application of the wavefront control sequence,
it is important to define an end point for the tests. As illustrated in Figure 2, the closed loop
test will end when the best-fit rate of improvement of contrast over the current and previous 9
iterations is ≤ 2 x 10-11 per iteration. This prevents an arbitrary stopping point if/when the
change in experimental contrast comes within 10-9 of the model prediction.

Contrast

C+10-9

C

|Slope| ≤ 2x10-11

n-9

n

Iteration
Figure 2. Slope and offset are fitted to the current
and previous 9 iterations as shown. The wavefront
control process is considered to have adequately
converged when the magnitude of the slope is ≤
2x10-11 per iteration.
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VI.

Experiment Performance Goals

a.
Illumination is spectrally broadband with a bandwidth δ λ ≥ 60 nm for all tests except
the bandwidth-dependence test. The central wavelength, λ0 , for all tests, will be in the range
between 500 and 800 nm.
b.
A mean contrast prediction error metric of M3 < 1 x 10-9 or smaller must be achieved
in both an outer target dark area ranging from 4 to 10 λ0 / D and an inner area ranging from
4 to 5 λ0 / D.
Rationale: The outer area provides evidence that the high contrast field provides a useful

search space for planets. The inner area tests for fundamental limitations at the inner
working angle.
c.
data.

There is no minimum time or minimum number of frames required to obtain the M3A

d.
The above tests will be repeated to produce a total of 3 data sets for each error source,
i.e., each line in Tables 1 and 2 is repeated three times. Each of the three data sets shall be
obtained from experiments carried out on a separate day (e.g. nominally 24 or more hours
separation between tests). Some tests may take more than one day to complete. When this is
the case, the next data set must not start until 1 day after the previous one has completed.
More than one perturbation may be tested each day.
Rationale: This is a test of robustness of the models and experiment repeatability.
VII.

Milestone 3A Certification Data Package

The milestone certification data package will contain the following explanations, charts, and
data products, with estimates of accuracy where appropriate.
a. A narrative report, including a discussion of how each element of the milestone was met,
an explanation of each image or group of images, appropriate tables and summary charts, and
a narrative summary of the overall milestone achievement. The report shall include
documentation of the speckle patterns showing how they changed with each experimental
step. All test contrast data shall include error bars.
b.

A narrative of the model and its operating assumptions and approximations.

c. A description of the optical elements, their significant characteristics, and their layout in
the HCIT.
d. A tabulation of the significant operating parameters of the apparatus, including
temperature stability.
e. An updated HCIT error budget based on measured M3A sensitivities, with appropriate
documentation for each error box including a description of how error bars on model
sensitivities were derived.
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f. A calibrated image of the reference star, and an estimate of photometry errors. All
contrast data shall include error bars consistent with photometric calibration and photometric
noise.
g. Calibrated images and discussion of the occulter transmittance patterns and/or the
measured transmittance profile.
h. Spectrum of the broadband light and an estimate of the intensity uniformity and stability
of the illumination reaching the defining pupil (at the DM).
i. A contrast field image with appropriate numerical or color-coded or grey-scale coded
contrast values indicated, and with coordinate scales indicated in units of Airy distance
( λ0 / D), for each nominal starting point and perturbed image used to determine M3.

VIII. Progress Reporting
For the purpose of gauging steady progress towards Milestone #3A, the experiments outlined
in Tables 1 and 2 may be reported as they are completed. These progress reports may be
included in the final report for Milestone #3A but will not be subjected to formal reviews
until the final Milestone #3A report is reviewed.
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X.

Appendix: Contrast Calibration Procedures
The contrast calibration procedures are identical to ones already approved and
implemented for ExEP Coronagraph Milestones #1 and #2 and are repeated here for
completeness.

a.

Measurement of the Star Brightness
The brightness of the star is measured with the following steps.
a.1.

The occulting mask is laterally offset, so as to place a transparent region in its
transmittance profile or pattern at the location of the star image.

a.2.

To create the photometric reference, a representative sample of short-exposure
(e.g., 30 microseconds) images of the star is taken, with all coronagraph
elements other than focal-plane occulters in place.

a.3.

The images are averaged to produce a single star image. The “short-exposure
peak value” of the star’s intensity is estimated. Since the star image is wellsampled in the CCD focal plane (about 20 pixels within the FWHM of the
Airy disk), the star intensity can be estimated using either the value of the
maximum-brightness pixel or an interpolated value representative of the
apparent peak.

a.4.

The “peak count rate” (counts/sec) is measured for exposure times of
microseconds to tens of seconds.

a.5.

The occulter transmittance profile is measured using imaging data from a
microscope CCD camera. This step is used to quantify the agreement between
the occulting mask specification and the occulting element on the testbed.
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b.

Measurement of the Coronagraph Contrast Field
Each “coronagraph contrast field” is obtained as follows:

XI.

b.1.

The occulting mask is centered on the star image.

b.2.

A long-exposure (typically a few seconds) image is taken of the coronagraph
field (the suppressed star and surrounding speckle field). The dimensions of
the target areas are defined as follows: (a) A dark field extending from 4 to 10
λ / D, demonstrating a useful search space, is bounded by a straight line that
passes 4 λ / D from the star at its closest point, and by a circle of radius 10 λ/D
centered on the star. (b) An area within the foregoing dark field,
demonstrating contrast at the inner working angle of 4 λ / D, is bounded by a
square box, each side measuring λ / D, such that one side is coincident with
the foregoing straight line and centered on the closest point to the star.

b.3.

The image is corrected for the attenuation pattern of the occulter and
normalized to the star brightness. For this purpose, the fixed relationship
between peak star brightness and the integrated light in the speckle field
outside the central DM controlled area will be established, providing the basis
for estimation of star brightness associated with each coronagraph image.

b.4.

The contrast field image is averaged over the target high-contrast areas, to
produce a “contrast metric.” To be explicit, the contrast metric is the sum of
all contrast values, computed pixel-by-pixel in the dark field area, divided by
the total number of pixels in the dark field area, without any weighting being
applied. The “rms contrast” in a given area can also be calculated from the
contrast field image; the average and the rms are in principle equal for an ideal
monochromatic speckle field.
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